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A culminating celebration of ArtStreet's semester-long Global Challenge that looks to champion the worldly embrace
of the 21st century University of Dayton through diverse parade, food, fashion, music and performance.

From Caldwell Apartments to the
ArtStreet Complex Grounds and Amphitheatre
April 19, 2013 - 7pm to 11pm

Start the night with the Intercultural Walk to 1World
Bring your flags, your noisemakers and your cultural spirit in joining over 100 students at the Caldwell
Apartments for a walk through the south student neighborhood towards ArtStreet to champion the
kick off of the 1World Celebration.

Experience music from across the Globe
Dayton’s own Cityfolk will be presenting over a dozen global musicians who are coming together for
the first time ever to merge the sounds of Puerto Rico, Jamaica, Saudi Arabia and the Appalachians
leaving the audience dancing all night.

Move for the Greek Crash
University of Dayton’s Greek system will crash 1World for a once-in-a-lifetime showcase of Step and
Stroll traditions bringing men and women of all Greek heritages together for a moment that will unify
the celebration and unify the campus.

Taste free food from Dayton’s cultural culinary hot spots
A variety of ‘tapas’ style flavors of food will be cooking live, in front of your eyes, by local chefs and
cooks ranging from Mexican flair to the great American diner breakfast.

Witness Culture Couture: A Global Fashion Runway
This unique outdoor fashion show will tell the story of over a dozen UD student models and their
cultural influences that inspire both their heritage and their current fashion trends.

Private storytelling Moments
Special mini unplugged sessions with UD’s own hitmakers Dave Zup, Lauren Eylise and Brendan
Michaelis, who will share with you their backgrounds and what has inspired them to create the music
they do.

Thai Paper Lantern Launch  Henna Tattoos  Chinese Brush Painting 
Global DJ Battle

